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Abstract14

The majority of studies into space weather impacts on ground-based systems focus on15

power supply networks and oil and gas pipelines. The effects on railway signaling infras-16

tructure remain a sparsely covered aspect even though these systems are known to have17

experienced adverse effects in the past as a result of geomagnetic activity. This study18

extends recent modeling of geomagnetic effects on DC signaling for AC-electrified rail-19

ways in the UK that analyzed “right side” failures in which green signals are turned to20

red. The extended model reported here allows the study of “wrong side” failures where21

red signals are turned green: a failure mode that is potentially more dangerous. The re-22

sults show that the geoelectric field threshold at which “wrong side” failures can occur23

is lower than for “right side” failures. This misoperation field level occurs on a timescale24

of once every 10 or 20 years. We also show that the estimated electric field caused by25

a 1-in-100 year event could cause a significant number of “wrong side” failures at mul-26

tiple points along the railway lines studied.27

Plain Language Summary28

Space weather refers to the conditions and variations in the Sun-Earth environment29

that affect technological infrastructure both in space and on the ground. Previous stud-30

ies show that railways in various countries have been affected by space weather, whereby31

geomagnetic interference in signaling systems leads to the display of erroneous signals.32

The disruption in signaling can happen when geomagnetic disturbances induce electric33

currents in the rails that interfere with the electrical circuits used to detect trains. This34

research builds upon an earlier model that assessed the effects of geomagnetically induced35

currents on railway signaling systems in the United Kingdom, providing the opportu-36

nity to examine new failure modes. The results show that “wrong side” failure (the po-37

tentially hazardous type of misoperation), where red signals are turned green, can oc-38

cur in the line when a geomagnetic storm with frequency of about one or two decades39

occurs. We also demonstrate that a 1-in-100 year extreme event could cause many misop-40

erations throughout the line in both directions of travel.41

1 Introduction42

Space weather has the potential to affect ground- and space-based infrastructures,43

causing interference and/or damage. Among the many hazards associated with space weather,44

geomagnetically induced currents (GICs) are a significant concern. During geomagnetic45

disturbances, fluctuations of ionospheric and magnetospheric currents cause variations46

in the magnetic field observed at the Earth’s surface. These variations in the magnetic47

field induce electric currents in the Earth and in long conductors such as power grids (Pirjola,48

1985; Boteler & Pirjola, 2019; Lewis et al., 2022), oil and gas pipelines (Pulkkinen et al.,49

2002; Boteler & Trichtchenko, 2015), and railways (Alm, 1956; Lejdström & Svensson,50

1956; Darch et al., 2014; Boteler, 2021).51

One example of space weather causing railway signaling issues occurred in Sweden52

during a geomagnetic storm in July 1982. A signal changed from green to red and back53

to green even though no train was present on the track or any other fault conditions ex-54

isted. It was later estimated that the storm induced a geoelectric field of 4-5V km−1 (Wik55

et al., 2009), and the malfunction was explained by GICs flowing through the railway56

signaling network. Statistical analyses to explore the possible correlation between rail-57

way infrastructure misoperations and geomagnetic disturbances revealed a rise in the num-58

ber of unexplained signal misoperations during periods of high geomagnetic activity, show-59

ing links between operational anomalies in railway infrastructure and geomagnetic in-60

terference (Kasinskii et al., 2007; Ptitsyna et al., 2008; Eroshenko et al., 2010).61
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In 2012, severe space weather was added to the UK National Risk Register of Civil62

Emergencies (Cabinet Office, 2012). Following this, the Department for Transport com-63

missioned a report on the impact of space weather on UK railway infrastructure. This64

report identified knowledge gaps related to track circuit interference, noting that rail-65

way assets, including signaling systems, are potentially vulnerable to the effects of space66

weather (Darch et al., 2014). To further explore the impacts of space weather on rail-67

ways and raise awareness among network operators, the European Commission’s Joint68

Research Centre, the Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency, the UK Department for Trans-69

port, and the US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration jointly organized70

the “Space Weather and Rail” workshop in 2015, highlighting similar knowledge gaps71

in this area of study (Krausmann et al., 2015).72

Patterson et al. (2023) (from here on referred to as P23) conducted an initial in-73

vestigation of how DC track circuit signaling systems on AC electrified railways in the74

United Kingdom are impacted by GICs. The study focused on the simplest case of misop-75

eration, known as “right side” failures, which have the potential to cause disruption, but76

are not hazardous. The analysis involved building a network model of two UK railway77

lines (detailed in P23 and summarised in section 3) and applying varying levels of uni-78

form geoelectric field to identify the thresholds for “right side” failure. The study con-79

cluded that the return period for an event strong enough to cause “right side” failures80

would be about once every 30 years, and that a 1-in-100 year event would cause a sig-81

nificant number of misoperations across both lines. The model was built upon earlier work82

by Boteler (2021). In this paper, we extend the work described above to focus on the83

potentially hazardous failure mode, known as “wrong side” failures.84

Section 2 details the operational principles of track circuit signaling and describes85

how misoperations may occur. Section 3 provides some background for the model in this86

study and the modifications made to produce this newest iteration. In Section 4, we pro-87

vide the results of the modeling. In 4.1 and 4.2, we show the effects of the additions to88

the model (cross bonds and train axles, respectively) and how they may impact the re-89

sults; 4.3 gives the threshold electric fields for “wrong side” failures in each block, and90

4.4 discusses how those thresholds differ with changes to the leakage to the ground due91

to weather conditions. Section 4.5 shows examples of the resultant currents through the92

relays at a range of electric field values from the misoperation threshold to a 1-in-10093

year extreme assuming a number of trains spaced along the line.94

2 Track Circuit Signaling95

Railway technologies and infrastructures are constantly evolving. In the UK, Net-96

work Rail’s Digital Railway initiative aims to reduce the reliance on track-side signals.97

For high-capacity intercity lines there is a push to introduce radio-based European Train98

Control System technology. These newer technologies, and the widespread use of axle99

counters, may reduce the susceptibility of future signaling systems to GICs and are be-100

ing rolled out progressively on existing UK main lines. However, this technology is un-101

likely to be deployed on all lines due to cost and probably not even the majority of lines.102

Since typical railway infrastructure has a lifetime of 30-40 years, rolling technology up-103

grades also occur over long timescales. Meanwhile, DC track circuits (of the kind we are104

modeling) are relatively cheap and there are thousands installed in the UK network that105

will remain in use for decades to come (Knight-Percival et al., 2020).106

The circuit diagram of a DC track circuit for the case of an electrified railway line107

is shown in Figure 1. Insulated rail joints (IRJs) on one rail (the signaling rail) divide108

it into blocks, while the other rail (the traction rail) remains unbroken to act as a return109

path for the traction current that powers the train. At the beginning of each block is a110

relay, which is powered by a power supply at the other end of the block, with the cur-111

rent traveling through the signaling and traction rails. If there is no train present, the112
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(a)

Signalling Rail

Traction Rail

Insulated Rail Joint

Green Relay

Direction of Travel

(b)

Signalling Rail

Traction Rail

Insulated Rail Joint

Red

Relay

Train

Direction of Travel

Power supply

Resistor

Bulb

Coil

1

Figure 1. This circuit diagram shows a railway signaling track circuit for a single block within

a network when (a) unoccupied, and (b) occupied by a train. The blocks are separated by insu-

lated rail joints in the signaling rail, while the traction rail remains continuous.

current energises the relay and a green signal is displayed, as in (a). However, if a train113

occupies the block, the current is redirected by the wheels and axle, preventing the re-114

lay from energizing and leading to a red signal, as in (b). To operate correctly, the re-115

lay requires the current to pass specific thresholds to energise or de-energise. However,116

this operation can be disrupted by GICs, which can cause “right side” failures, where117

the energized relay in a block with no train present is de-energized by GICs, or “wrong118

side” failures, which occur when a de-energized relay in a block with a train present is119

re-energized, making the block seem clear when it is occupied. On non-electrified rail-120

way lines, IRJs are commonly placed in both rails at the same positions. This means that121

the potential for misoperation due to space weather is lower, as there is equal induction122

in both rails, meaning no potential difference across the relay (Boteler, 2021). It should123

also be noted here that the positioning of the relay at the start of the block and the power124

supply at the end is inverse to the layout described in P23. The industry standard for125

track circuit design is to have the relay at the start of the block, however when consid-126

ering “right side” failures (as in P23), because there are no trains present in any blocks,127

the relative position of the relay and the power supply is arbitrary. When considering128

“wrong side” failures, the distances from the train to the relay and the power supply are129

important, so the model has been amended to take this into account.130

As the speed of trains has increased over time, the basic, two-aspect, red/green sig-131

nals have been substituted, where needed, for three-aspect or four-aspect signalling, which132

give drivers advanced notice of the signal state in the next three or four blocks. This al-133

lows them to have sufficient time to safely reduce their speed as they approach a red sig-134
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(a)

(b)

(c)
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1 2 3 4 5
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1 2 3 4 5

Wrong
Side

Failure
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1 2 3 4 5

Right
Side
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Train ATrain B

Train ATrain B

Train ATrain B

Figure 2. Diagram showing the operation of four-aspect signaling during (a) normal condi-

tions, (b) a “right side” failure in block 2, and (c) a “wrong side” failure in block 5. The direc-

tion of travel is left to right.

nal. The state of the yellow signals in three-aspect and four-aspect signaling is deter-135

mined by the logic of the occupied block ahead, rather than the presence or absence of136

trains in the previous blocks. Figure 2 demonstrates the principles of four-aspect signalling137

systems, and how “right side” and “wrong side” failures can impact their operation. The138

cases shown are to demonstrate how misoperations impact four-aspect signalling, how-139

ever, only a subset of possible misoperations are shown. In (a), we see normal operation:140

train A is occupying block 5, the four signals preceding it, from closest to furthest are141

red (danger/stop) - indicating there is a train occupying the next block, single yellow142

(caution) - indicating to the driver that they must stop at the next signal, double yel-143

low (preliminary caution) - indicating that the next signal is a single yellow, and green144

(clear) - the train can proceed normally. If train A remains in block 5, train B would en-145

ter block 2 normally, start to slow down in block 3, and slow to a stop in block 4. In (b),146

a “right side” failure has occurred in block 2: without advanced caution from the sin-147

gle or double yellow signals, the driver of train B now sees the signal change from green148

to red, meaning they would have to decelerate the train more rapidly than normal to at-149

tempt to avoid passing the red signal. In the case of a space weather induced misoper-150

ation, there is nothing hazardous in block 2 causing the signal to change, it is the induced151

currents causing the relay to display the wrong signal. However, the driver does not know152

this, and the rapid deceleration of the train also has the potential to cause injuries to153

those on-board. In (c), a “wrong side” failure has occurred in block 5, currently occu-154

pied by train A: the driver of train B continues along the line, unaware that block 5 is155

actually occupied. This is potentially a far more hazardous case, as if the misoperation156

persists, there is the potential of a collision as train B may not be able to decelerate fast157

enough to avoid colliding with the rear of train A. Three-aspect signalling uses the same158

principles described above, but without the double yellow signal.159

In this study, the analyses focus on the Glasgow to Edinburgh via Falkirk line, how-160

ever results are also given for the Preston to Lancaster section of the West Coast Main161

Line (WCML). Both lines were modeled in P23, and the Glasgow to Edinburgh line has162

been highlighted due to it being the most susceptible to misoperations of the two, and163

because the entire line from start to finish is included in the model rather than a sec-164
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Figure 3. A geographic map of part of the United Kingdom showing the railway lines mod-

elled in this paper, with detailed views showing the location of the track circuit blocks in the top

and bottom right. The top (blue) line is the Glasgow to Edinburgh via Falkirk line, orientated

in an east-west direction; the bottom (red) line is a north-south orientated section of the West

Coast Main Line from Preston to Lancaster, the remainder of the line is shown less opaquely.

tion of a longer line, as is the case with Preston to Lancaster. The Glasgow to Edinburgh165

line is split into 70 blocks with lengths varying between 0.4−1.9 km, and the traction rail166

was calculated to be just over 76 km long. The Preston to Lancaster section of the WCML167

consists of 25 blocks with lengths varying between 0.8−1.6 km, and the total traction rail168

length is not specified as this is a section of a much longer line. It is also worth noting169

that the Glasgow to Edinburgh line is predominantly east-west orientated, while the Pre-170

ston to Lancaster section of the WCML is largely north-south orientated. The geograph-171

ical location and individual track circuit blocks for both lines are shown in Figure 3.172

3 Signaling System Modeling173

The model used in this study is described in detail in P23. A summary of the mod-174

eling techniques is given forthwith, along with details of additions made to the model175

to better represent a realistic railway signaling system and enable the analysis of “wrong176

side” failures.177
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Each rail was first modeled as a transmission line with series impedance and par-178

allel admittance corresponding to the resistance of the rail and the leakage to ground re-179

spectively. There is a significant difference between the leakage of the signaling rails and180

the traction rail, this is due to the signaling rails being fitted with insulating pads which181

reduce leakage, and the traction rail being bonded to the overhead line masts which in-182

crease leakage. Next, the transmission line of each rail was converted to a number of in-183

dividual equivalent-pi circuits, each representing a single block. The equivalent-pi cir-184

cuits of adjacent blocks were then combined, with the connection points represented as185

single nodes, to form a nodal network. To complete the nodal network, the power sup-186

ply and relay components were added, and this connected both rails together. The impedances187

in the network were then converted to admittances (Figure 4), and the nodal admittance188

matrix [Y ] was constructed. In [Y ] the diagonal terms are equal to the sum of all ad-189

mittances connected to the node corresponding to that index, and the off-diagonal terms190

are given by the negative of the admittance between nodes. The admittances between191

each pair of nodes that are not connected (such as where the IRJs separate the signalling192

rails) are set at zero. The induced electric field was then added as individual voltage sources193

distributed between the nodes of each block, and the voltage sources were converted to194

equivalent current sources, as described below.195

The equivalent current sources for the power supply, Ipower, are calculated using196

Equation 1, where Vpower is the power supply voltage and rpower is the resistance of the197

power supply’s accompanying resistor.198

Ipower =
Vpower

rpower
(1)

The electric field induced in a section of rail is represented in the model by an equiv-199

alent current source calculated with Equation 2, where E∥ is the parallel electric field200

component to the rail and Z is the series impedance per unit length of the rail.201

IE =
E∥

Z
(2)

The sum of equivalent current sources directed into each node were then calculated202

to form [J ] (a matrix of nodal equivalent current sources). Equation 3 shows the rela-203

tionship between [J ], the voltages at each node ([V ]), and the network admittances ([Y ]).204

[J ] = [Y ][V ] (3)

The nodal voltages can be obtained by inverting the matrix [Y ] and multiplying205

by the nodal equivalent current sources [J ], as shown in Equation 4. The potential dif-206

ference across the relay is given by the difference between the signaling rail and traction207

rail nodal voltages on either side of the relay, from which the current flowing across the208

relay can be calculated. The current across the relay is therefore defined as positive when209

it flows from the signaling rail to the traction rail.210

[V ] = [Y ]−1[J ] (4)

The electrical characteristics of the rails and parameters for track circuit compo-211

nents are summarised in Table 1. For further details please see P23.212

3.1 Cross Bonding213

Where previously the model considered only a single track (pair of rails) in one di-214

rection of travel, now it has been modified to include both directions of track, connected215
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1

Figure 4. Circuit diagram showing the nodal admittance network of a section of a line with

two track circuit blocks in each direction of travel. Track circuit blocks are separated by insu-

lated rail joints in one rail but share a continuous traction rail. The traction rails are periodically

connected with cross bonds (shown in blue), and there is a train in the top left block (shown

in red). Only the first and last axle of the train is shown here for simplification, but every axle

is included in the model. The components making up the network are the current source and

admittance of the power supply (jpower and ypower respectively), the admittance of the relay

(yrelay), the admittance to the ground at each node (yg), the admittance due to the rail between

nodes, (yr), the currents induced in the rails due to the geoelectric field between nodes (jr), the

admittance of the cross bond (ycb), and the admittance of the train axles (yaxle). Note that the

yg, yr and jr are dependent on the length of the segment and the rail’s electrical characteristics,

and would have varying values.
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Table 1. Electrical characteristics of the rails and parameters for track circuit components.

Rail Resistance (Ω km−1)

Signaling rail 0.0289
Traction rail 0.0289

Leakage (S km−1)

Signaling rail (wet) 0.4
Traction rail (wet) 2.0

Signaling rail (moderate) 0.1
Traction rail (moderate) 1.6

Signaling rail (dry) 0.025
Traction rail (dry) 1.530

Track Circuit Parameters

Power supply 10 (V)
Power supply resistor 7.2 (Ω)
Relay coil resistance 20 (Ω)

Pick-up current 0.081 (A)
Drop-out current 0.055 (A)

by wires with a total admittance of 1000 S (1mΩ) (NR/SP/SIG/50004, 2006) called cross216

bonds which electrically bond both traction rails every 400m (NR/SP/ELP/21085, 2007).217

The main purpose of cross bonds is to ensure traction rail continuity, if there is a break218

in one of the traction rails, the traction return current still has an alternate path to flow.219

The cross bonds effectively add two new nodes to the network (one in each direction of220

travel), splitting the traction rail into smaller segments in both directions, and chang-221

ing the values of yg and yr at these nodes and adjacent nodes. As the total number of222

nodes has increased, the dimensions of [Y] also increases, and the sum of admittances223

into each node that forms the diagonal elements of [Y] that correspond to the cross bonds224

have an additional admittance equal to ycb.225

3.2 Train Axles226

To study “wrong side” failures, the admittances of train axles that connect the sig-227

naling and traction rails must be considered. The Glasgow to Edinburgh via Falkirk line228

mainly uses British Rail Class 385 AT-200 trains built by Hitachi Rail for ScotRail. We229

have used the three-car set as an example, detailed below, but the model could easily230

be adapted to other train configurations. Every car has four wheelsets (two at each end)231

each consisting of two wheels and an axle, and the distances between the axles has been232

estimated based on specifications given by Iwasaki et al. (2017), and shown in Figure 5.233

It is assumed that each axle has a resistance (known as the train shunt resistance) of 25.1mΩ234

(39.8 S) (NR/SP/SIG/50004, 2006). For Preston to Lancaster, we have used the 11-car235

British Rail Class 390 Pendolino trains, assuming each car has the same axle dimensions236

as the Class 385 given above. Each axle adds two new nodes to the network (one on the237

signaling rail and one on the traction rail), splitting both rails into smaller segments, and238

changing the values of yg and yr at these nodes and connecting nodes. As the total num-239

ber of nodes has increased, the dimensions of [Y] also increase, and the sum of admit-240

tances into each node that forms the diagonal elements of [Y] that correspond to the axles241

now have an additional admittance equal to yaxle.242
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Figure 5. The dimensions of the wheelsets for the three-car British Rail Class 385 AT-200

that is used on the Glasgow to Edinburgh via Falkirk line. The axles (shown in red) electrically

connect both rails, as the current travels between the rails through the wheels and axle.

4 Results243

4.1 Cross Bonding Effects244

To study the effects that cross bonds have on the current through the relays at dif-245

ferent magnitudes of geoelectric field strength, we have run the model both with and with-246

out the inclusion of cross bonds for 0, 5, and −5V km−1 and compared the results. Fig-247

ure 6 shows the current differences through the relays when cross bonds are added. For248

each relay in the eastwards direction, we see that the current differences are shifted in249

a positive or negative direction depending on the orientation of the electric field, and this250

shift is reversed for the opposite direction of travel. We also see that the extent to which251

the current differences change with electric field strength is less prominent at the ends252

of the line and more significant at the centre. This is due to the inherent properties of253

the line shown in P23, and the shorter length of track circuit blocks at both ends of the254

line, which may not contain a cross bond. When compared with the range of normal cur-255

rent values of −0.5 to 0.5A, it is apparent that the magnitude of the current differences256

is very small, so the inclusion of cross bonds has minimal impact on the operation of the257

track circuits both during normal operation and during a geomagnetic storm. However,258

cross bonds are still included to ensure the model is as realistic as possible. A similar259

analysis was undertaken for the effects of axles, but it was found that trains (multiple260

sets of axles) within a block had no significant impact on the currents in adjacent blocks.261

4.2 Distance Along a Block262

While investigating the conditions required for “wrong side” failures to occur, it263

was found that the position of the train in a block is a major factor, as the distance a264

train has travelled along the block, and hence the lengths of rail between the rear-most265

axle and the start of the block, will impact the amount of GIC that can affect the re-266

lay.267

The signal changes as a train moves along the line for the example of two-aspect268

signaling is shown in Figure 7. Focusing on the middle (blue) block: In Figure 7(a), when269

a train first enters the block, the signal changes to red as the axles bypass the relay. At270

this point, the signal in the previous block should also be red, as the train has yet to va-271

cate it completely. In Figure 7(b), the train has moved forward such that it is now com-272

pletely within the block, the signal behind changes to green as the previous block is now273

unoccupied. As the train starts moving away from the relay, if there is an external elec-274

tric field, induction in the rails behind the train starts to drive a current through the re-275

lay. Figure 8 shows that because the relay is positioned at the end of the block that the276

train enters from, the length of rail on the relay side of the train (from which induced277

currents can reach the relay) increases as the train moves through the block, causing the278

amount of induced current through the relay to increase as the train progresses. The ef-279

fect on the current through the relay is shown in Figure 9, where we see that the mag-280

nitude of the current increases with both distance travelled through the block and the281
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Figure 6. The difference in relay current with and without cross bonds for the Glasgow to

Edinburgh via Falkirk line in the eastwards and westwards directions of travel at electric field

values of 0, 5, and −5V km−1. The current differences are shifted in a positive or negative direc-

tion depending on the orientation of the electric field, and this shift is reversed for the opposite

direction of travel.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7. Diagram showing how the signals in a two-aspect system change as a train is trav-

elling along a line. In (a), the train has just entered the block, the signal changes to red as the

axles bypass the relay. The signal in the previous block remains red, as it is still occupied by the

back end of the train. In (b), the train is now completely within a block, the signal in the previ-

ous block changes to green as it is now unoccupied. In (c), almost the entire train has entered the

next section, turning the signal for that block red. When the train is positioned at this end of the

block, the potential for “wrong side” failure is highest, as it is the maximum distance between

the relay and the axles of the train while the train is still occupying the block.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Train

Train

Train

Relay

Relay

Relay

Power Supply

Power Supply

Power Supply

1

Figure 8. Train axles (indicated by vertical red lines) cut off the power supply current from

the relay, effectively splitting the block into two circuits. The number of axles on a train is de-

pendent on the number of carriages, only a single set is shown here for simplicity. In this case,

the only source of current reaching the relay is induced in the rails by the electric field. The blue

(dashed lines) show the portion of the rails within the relay-side circuit. As the train moves from

its position in (a) to (b) to (c), the size of the relay-side circuit grows, and more of the current

induced in the rails can reach the relay.

electric field strength applied. Finally, in Figure 7(c), most of the train has passed into282

the next block, turning the signal for that section red. When the train is in this posi-283

tion, the potential for “wrong side” failure is highest, as it is the maximum distance be-284

tween the relay and the axles of the train while the train is still occupying the block. It285

is also worth noting that the unoccupied blocks (with green signals) are potentially vul-286

nerable to misoperations in the form of “right side” failures. In the analyses below, the287

positions of the trains are always set at the power supply end of the block, i.e., just prior288

to exiting the block, to model the worst case scenario in terms of positioning that will289

have the biggest impact on signaling systems.290
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Figure 9. As a train passes through a track circuit block, the magnitude of current across

the relay increases. This is due to the distance increase along the block between the axle (which

is cutting off the power supply current) and the relay, so more of the rail’s induced current is

able to reach the relay. The magnitude of the current through the relay also increases with an

increased electric field strength.

4.3 Thresholds for “Wrong Side” Failure291

To find the thresholds at which “wrong side” failures occur for each block in both292

directions of travel, increasing values of uniform electric field were applied to each block293

(eastwards orientated for Glasgow to Edinburgh and northwards orientated for Preston294

to Lancaster) until the first “wrong side” failure occurred, and the electric field strength295

at that point was recorded. In this case, the train is at the power supply end of the block296

to allow the largest amount of induced current to reach the relay. Figure 10 shows the297

threshold electric field required to trigger a “wrong side” failure in each track circuit block298

for both directions of travel on the Glasgow to Edinburgh line. The blue crosses indi-299

cate the threshold at moderate leakage values, while the blue lines illustrate how the thresh-300

old changes with differing leakage in response to environmental conditions, as described301

in section 4.4. Leakage values for wet, moderate and dry conditions are given in Table302

1. For a few track circuit blocks at either end of the line, the thresholds for misopera-303

tion are not shown. This is due to these values far exceeding the reasonable value for elec-304

tric field strengths during space weather events, with some values in the hundreds of volts305

per kilometer. It is shown that the minimum threshold for “wrong side” failure occurs306

in track circuit block 36 for both the eastwards and westwards directions of travel with307

values of −1.0V km−1 and 1.0V km−1 respectively. This is likely due to its position to-308

wards the centre of the line, its long block length, and its almost east-west orientation.309

Figure 11 shows the results for the Preston to Lancaster section of the WCML, the min-310

imum threshold for “wrong side” failure occurs in track circuit block 6 for northwards311

and southwards directions of travel with values of −1.1V km−1 and 1.1V km−1 respec-312

tively. The asymmetry between the threshold electric field value at each block in both313

directions of travel comes from the relative position of the cross bonds within the blocks,314

and the reversed positioning of the power supply and relay.315

As the magnitude of the electric field is increased, the number of blocks that have316

the potential to experience “wrong side” failures increases, as shown in Figure 12 (ob-317
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Figure 10. Glasgow to Edinburgh: The threshold west-east electric field values to cause

“wrong side” failure for each track circuit block in both eastwards and westwards directions of

travel. In both directions of travel, Glasgow is on the left and Edinburgh on the right.
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Figure 11. Preston to Lancaster: The threshold south-north electric field values to cause

“wrong side” failure for each track circuit block in both northwards and southwards directions of

travel.
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Figure 12. Glasgow to Edinburgh: The number of track circuit blocks with the potential to

experience “wrong side” failures at different magnitudes of electric field strength for both the

eastwards and westwards directions of travel. The blue (right facing) triangles and the orange

(left facing) triangles indicate the eastwards and westwards directions of travel respectively.

tained using Figure 10). This shows the total number of track circuits in the Glasgow318

to Edinburgh line that have the potential to experience “wrong side” failures for a given319

electric field strength, regardless of their location within the line. It is important to note320

that in reality, not all blocks will be occupied by trains at the same time, so this rep-321

resents a worst case scenario and highlights the number of relays that have the poten-322

tial to experience “wrong side” failures. In practice, as we explore in Section 4.5, the pre-323

cise number of “wrong side” failures will depend on the number and distribution of trains324

on the line as well as the electric field applied. The blue (right facing) triangles indicate325

the eastwards direction of travel and the orange (left facing) triangles are the westwards326

direction of travel. Between 1 to 3V km−1 for the westwards direction of travel and −1327

to −3V km−1 for the eastwards direction of travel, there is a steep increase in the num-328

ber of potential “wrong side” failures, meaning that the threshold for misoperation for329

most blocks lies within these ranges. Beyond ±3V km−1, larger increase in the magni-330

tude of the electric field strength is needed to cause further potential “wrong side” fail-331

ures. This is due to multiple factors: (1) some blocks are orientated in such a way that332

the component of the eastwards electric field parallel to the rails is small, so a larger elec-333

tric field is needed to induce enough current to cause a misoperation; (2) blocks of shorter334

length need larger electric fields to induce the currents required to cause a misoperation;335

(3) the innate properties of the transmission line discussed in P23, which are indepen-336

dent of block length and orientation, cause the current through the relays in blocks at337

the ends of each line to be more resistant to changes with electric field strength. These338

factors mean that the threshold for “wrong side” failure in some blocks is much higher,339

a few of which exceed hundreds of volts per kilometer and are not shown here. We see340

a similar result for the Preston to Lancaster section of the WCML in Figure 13 (obtained341

using Figure 11), however, as it is a centre section of the WCML, we do not see the ef-342

fects of the ends of the line as we do with the Glasgow to Edinburgh line. At −3.2V km−1
343

and 3.1V km−1 respectively, all of the relays in the northwards and southwards direc-344

tions of travel would have the potential to experience “wrong side” failures.345
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Figure 13. Preston to Lancaster: The number of track circuit blocks with the potential to

experience “wrong side” failures at different magnitudes of electric field strength for both the

northwards and southwards directions of travel. The blue (up facing) triangles and the orange

(down facing) triangles indicate the northwards and southwards directions of travel respectively.

4.4 Effects of Leakage Change346

The leakage from the rails to the ground can change with environmental conditions,347

increasing in wetter weather and decreasing in drier weather. The model was run with348

leakage values derived from Network Rail standard NR/GN/ELP/27312 (2006), shown349

in Table 1, to provide a range of “wrong side” failure thresholds. Figure 10 shows that350

increasing or decreasing the leakage of the rails affects the track circuit blocks towards351

the ends of the line more than at the centre, this is largely due to the properties of the352

transmission line. This can be demonstrated by creating a test network of 70×1 km blocks353

in each direction of travel with the same orientation (parallel to the electric field direc-354

tion), each occupied by a train. This makes the results independent of the two other main355

factors that determine the misoperation thresholds - block length and orientation. In Fig-356

ure 14, the blue crosses indicate moderate leakage, the orange (upwards) triangles are357

maximum leakage, and the green (downwards) triangles are minimum leakage. Both di-358

rections of travel have an electric field of Ey = −5V km−1 applied. The current across359

the relays in the eastwards direction of travel have increased, possibly driving “wrong360

side” failures, and the currents across the westwards direction of travel have decreased,361

which would not lead to “wrong side” failures. This is consistent with the results from362

Figure 10, which show that negative electric fields can cause “wrong side” failures in the363

eastwards direction of travel, but not the westwards direction of travel. It is shown that364

the difference in leakage has a larger impact on the current through the relays that are365

near the ends of the line when compared with those in the middle, hence the threshold366

for “wrong side” failures for blocks near the end are more sensitive to changes in leak-367

age due to transmission line properties, and not block length or orientation. This explains368

why we do not see leakage having an impact on the blocks in the Preston to Lancaster369

section of the WCML, due to it being a centre part of a longer line.370
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Figure 14. The current through the relays in the eastwards and westwards directions for the

70×1 km block test network where all blocks are orientated parallel to the direction of the electric

field (Ey = −5V km−1), and it is assumed that each block is occupied by a train

. The blue crosses indicate moderate leakage, the orange (upwards) triangles are maxi-
mum leakage, and the green (downwards) triangles are minimum leakage.
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4.5 Applying Uniform Electric Fields371

In the following analysis, we have used the example where 7 trains are relatively372

evenly spaced along the Glasgow to Edinburgh line, and 5 are spaced along the Preston373

to Lancaster section of the WCML, this is so we can show “right side” failures occur-374

ring at the same time as “wrong side” failures. The choice of the number of trains is loosely375

based on the frequency of trains along those routes, however, this number can differ greatly376

depending on the density of traffic, which in turn changes depending on the time of day.377

The number of “wrong side” failures is dependent on how many trains are occupying the378

blocks and where those occupied blocks are along the line. We use Figure 12 and Fig-379

ure 13 to quantify the total number of track circuits that have the potential to experi-380

ence “wrong side” failures given the previously stated assumptions that trains are near381

the ends of the blocks for both the Glasgow to Edinburgh line and the Preston to Lan-382

caster section of the WCML in the analysis that follows.383

4.5.1 Threshold Value384

Figures 15 (a) and (b) show the current through the relay of each track circuit block385

in the eastwards and westwards directions of travel of the Glasgow to Edinburgh line,386

respectively, assuming no external electric field is applied and 7 trains in each direction.387

The red (solid) line is the ‘drop-out current’ the value below which the current must drop388

to de-energise the relay, turning the signal red; the green (dashed) line is the ‘pick-up389

current’, the value above which the current must rise to energise the relay, turning the390

signal green. A green ring with no fill indicates an unoccupied block operating normally,391

and a red triangle with no fill is an occupied block operating normally, with the direc-392

tion of the triangle showing the direction of travel (right for eastwards and left for west-393

wards). It can be seen that under these conditions, all relays are operating normally. The394

threshold electric field value at which “wrong side” failures begin to occur is shown in395

the bottom two panels, Ey = −1.0V km−1 for eastwards (c), and Ey = 1.0V km−1 for396

westwards (d). In both directions of travel, block 36 experiences the first “wrong side”397

failure, which is indicated by a filled green triangle. Figure 16 shows the same results398

for Preston to Lancaster but assuming 5 trains in each direction, with the direction of399

the triangle showing the direction of travel (right for northwards and left for southwards).400

The threshold electric field value at which “wrong side” failures begin are Ex = −1.1V km−1
401

for northwards (c), and Ex = 1.1V km−1 for southwards (d), occurring in block 6 in both402

cases.403

4.5.2 Known Misoperation Value404

The magnitude of the electric field known to have caused signaling misoperations405

in the past in Sweden is estimated to be around 4V km−1 (Wik et al., 2009). With an406

electric field of this strength applied, Figure 17 shows the example for the Glasgow to407

Edinburgh line, where both types of misoperation (“wrong side” failures and “right side”408

failures) occur. According to Figure 12, 55 blocks have the potential to experience a “wrong409

side” failure for both eastwards at Ey = −4V km−1 and westwards at Ey = 4Vkm−1.410

As for “right side” failures, we see 16 blocks for eastwards at Ey = 4Vkm−1 and 12 blocks411

for westwards at Ey = −4V km−1. Figure 18 shows the cases for the Preston to Lan-412

caster section of the WCML, where, according to Figure 13, 25 blocks have the poten-413

tial to experience a “wrong side” failure for both northwards at Ex = −4V km−1 and414

southwards at Ex = 4Vkm−1. As for “right side” failures, we see all 5 occupied blocks415

misoperating in both cases.416

4.5.3 1-in-100 Year Extreme Estimate417

If we apply the estimate for a 1-in-100 year extreme geoelectric field for the UK,418

estimated by Beggan (2015) to be approximately 5V km−1, the examples are shown in419
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Figure 15. Glasgow to Edinburgh: The current through each relay when no electric field is

applied for the eastwards (a) and westwards (b) directions of travel, and at the threshold for

“wrong side” failure in the (c) eastwards and (d) westwards directions of travel. The red (solid)

line is the ‘drop-out current’ the value below which the current must drop to de-energise the re-

lay, turning the signal red; the green (dashed) line is the ‘pick-up current’, the value above which

the current must rise to energise the relay, turning the signal green. A green ring with no fill

indicates an unoccupied block operating normally, and a red triangle with no fill is an occupied

block operating normally, with the direction of the triangle showing the direction of travel (right

for eastwards and left for westwards). A filled green triangle indicated a “wrong side” failure.

With no electric field applied, all relays are operating normally. At the threshold for “wrong

side” failure, we see one misoperation in either direction of travel.
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Figure 16. Preston to Lancaster: The current through each relay when no electric field is

applied for the northwards (a) and southwards (b) directions of travel, and at the threshold

for “wrong side” failure in the (c) northwards and (d) southwards directions of travel. The red

(solid) line is the ‘drop-out current’ the value below which the current must drop to de-energise

the relay, turning the signal red; the green (dashed) line is the ‘pick-up current’, the value above

which the current must rise to energise the relay, turning the signal green. A green ring with no

fill indicates an unoccupied block operating normally, and a red triangle with no fill is an occu-

pied block operating normally, with the direction of the triangle showing the direction of travel

(right for northwards and left for southwards). A filled green triangle indicated a “wrong side”

failure. With no electric field applied, all relays are operating normally. At the threshold for

“wrong side” failure, we see one misoperation in either direction of travel.
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Figure 17. Glasgow to Edinburgh: The current through each relay at Ey = 4Vkm−1 in the

(a) eastwards and (b) westwards directions of travel, and at Ey = −4V km−1 in (c) eastwards

and (d) westwards directions of travel. The red (solid) line is the ‘drop-out current’ the value

below which the current must drop to de-energise the relay, turning the signal red; the green

(dashed) line is the ‘pick-up current’, the value above which the current must rise to energise the

relay, turning the signal green. A green ring with no fill indicates an unoccupied block operating

normally, and a red triangle with no fill is an occupied block operating normally, with the direc-

tion of the triangle showing the direction of travel (right for eastwards and left for westwards).

A filled green triangle indicated a “wrong side” failure, and a filled red circle is a “right side”

failure. Here we see both types of misoperation occurring in both directions depending on the

orientation of the electric field.
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Figure 18. Preston to Lancaster: The current through each relay at Ex = 4Vkm−1 in the

(a) northwards and (b) southwards directions of travel, and at Ex = −4V km−1 in (c) north-

wards and (d) southwards directions of travel. The red (solid) line is the ‘drop-out current’ the

value below which the current must drop to de-energise the relay, turning the signal red; the

green (dashed) line is the ‘pick-up current’, the value above which the current must rise to ener-

gise the relay, turning the signal green. A green ring with no fill indicates an unoccupied block

operating normally, and a red triangle with no fill is an occupied block operating normally, with

the direction of the triangle showing the direction of travel (right for northwards and left for

southwards). A filled green triangle indicated a “wrong side” failure, and a filled red circle is a

“right side” failure. Here we see both types of misoperation occurring in both directions depend-

ing on the orientation of the electric field.
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Figure 19. According to Figure 12, the number of track circuits that could potentially420

experience a “wrong side” failure increases slightly from the from ±4V km−1 value to421

56 blocks for eastwards at Ey = −5V km−1 and 57 blocks for westwards at Ey = 5Vkm−1.422

This is due to the relays towards the ends of the line having much higher thresholds and423

most relays having already misoperated between ±1 to 3V km−1. We do see an increase424

in the number of “right side” failures, with over a third of unoccupied blocks misoper-425

ating in both directions of travel. For the examples of Preston to Lancaster in Figure426

20, the number of track circuits that could potentially experience a “wrong side” fail-427

ure cannot increase any further, as the threshold misoperation value for each track cir-428

cuit had already been reached for both directions of travel at ±4V km−1. However, we429

do see an increase in the number of “right side” failures occurring in both directions of430

travel, with nearly all relays experiencing misoperation. The results for “right side” fail-431

ures agree with P23. It is apparent that a 1-in-100 year extreme event could result in432

a significant number of signal misoperations.433

5 Discussion434

The model used in this study builds upon the work set out in P23. With the ad-435

dition of cross bonds linking together both directions of travel in the line, and train axles436

to allow the study of “wrong side” failures, we further improve the realism of the model,437

and the scope of the investigation into the impacts of space weather on railway signal-438

ing systems in the UK. The continued usage of Network Rail standards documents en-439

sures we are using appropriate parameters for the UK case, but even the UK network440

is not homogeneous, so the model is designed to be easily adapted to different rail and441

track circuit parameters. The model could therefore be used to study railway networks442

in other countries also with minimal effort provided the data is easily accessible, which443

is not always the case.444

The statistics of electric field and horizontal magnetic field changes reported by Beggan445

et al. (2013) and Rogers et al. (2020) suggest that the threshold at which “wrong side446

failures would occur (around ±1V km−1) is exceeded in events that arise once every 10-447

20 years. Comparing the threshold electric field to cause “wrong side” failures in this448

study to the threshold for “right side” failures in P23, it is apparent that the strength449

of the electric field needed to cause a “wrong side” failure is lower than is needed to cause450

a “right side” failure provided the conditions described above are met. To cause a “wrong451

side” failure, due to the train axles cutting off the power supply, the current flowing through452

the relay is almost entirely the induced current from the electric field. However, in the453

case of “right side” failure, for the induced current to de-energise the relay, it must over-454

come the current already present in the circuit from the power supply. It is this differ-455

ence in current that is responsible for the different threshold values for misoperation.456

While it is important to consider the electric field strength threshold for “wrong457

side” failures, at the same time we need to consider the conditions that need to be met458

for these misoperations to occur and consider their likelihood. Firstly, a train must oc-459

cupy the block in question, this might not always be the case, as peak electric fields gen-460

erated during a geomagnetic storm may occur overnight when traffic is less dense. Sec-461

ondly, the train must be sufficiently far along the line, such that the distance between462

the rear axle of the train and the relay is sufficient to build up the required amount of463

current to cause a “wrong side” failure”.464

It is challenging to determine which type of misoperation is dominant. The thresh-465

olds for “wrong side” failures are lower, but they depend on the multiple factors described466

above happening simultaneously for misoperation to take place. In contrast, the condi-467

tions for right-side failures to occur are simpler, but a higher electric field strength is needed468

for misoperation to occur.469
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Figure 19. Glasgow to Edinburgh: The current through each relay at the 1-in-100 year

extreme geoelectric field estimate of Ey = 5Vkm−1 in the (a) eastwards and (b) westwards di-

rections of travel, and Ey = −5V km−1 in (c) eastwards and (d) westwards directions of travel.

The red (solid) line is the ’drop-out current’ the value below which the current must drop to

de-energise the relay, turning the signal red; the green (dashed) line is the ’pick-up current’, the

value above which the current must rise to energise the relay, turning the signal green. A green

ring with no fill indicates an unoccupied block operating normally, and a red triangle with no

fill is an occupied block operating normally, with the direction of the triangle showing the di-

rection of travel (right for eastwards and left for westwards). A filled green triangle indicated a

“wrong side” failure, and a filled red circle is a “right side” failure. Here we see both types of

misoperation occurring in both directions depending on the orientation of the electric field.
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Figure 20. Preston to Lancaster: The current through each relay at the 1-in-100 year ex-

treme geoelectric field estimate of Ex = 5Vkm−1 in the (a) northwards and (b) southwards

directions of travel, and Ex = −5V km−1 in (c) northwards and (d) southwards directions of

travel. The red (solid) line is the ’drop-out current’ the value below which the current must drop

to de-energise the relay, turning the signal red; the green (dashed) line is the ’pick-up current’,

the value above which the current must rise to energise the relay, turning the signal green. A

green ring with no fill indicates an unoccupied block operating normally, and a red triangle with

no fill is an occupied block operating normally, with the direction of the triangle showing the

direction of travel (right for northwards and left for southwards). A filled green triangle indicated

a “wrong side” failure, and a filled red circle is a “right side” failure. Here we see both types of

misoperation occurring in both directions depending on the orientation of the electric field.
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The study has centered on geoelectric fields that have a fixed direction and mag-470

nitude, although in actuality, they tend to fluctuate in intensity and direction over time.471

The effects of time-varying fields requires further investigation. Firstly, changes in elec-472

tric field direction will have significant impact on the component of the electric field that473

is parallel to the rails at each track circuit block, either increasing or reducing the level474

of induced currents in each over time. Secondly, the duration that geoelectric fields main-475

tain a particular strength and/or orientation will determine whether a misoperation is476

a single event or a series of events. It would also be necessary to analyze the response477

times of different track circuit types to changes in current to determine whether the re-478

lay could respond quickly enough to rapid changes in current, though most track circuit479

relays are designed to react to changes in current on the millisecond scale, far faster than480

the resolution of electric field data would allow to be studied (NR/BR/939A, 1971). A481

detailed study of the impacts of time-varying electric fields on UK railway signaling is482

beyond the scope of this paper, as this study focuses on the theory and modeling of “wrong483

side” failures. However, future work in this area would further enhance understanding484

of the impacts of space weather on railway signaling systems.485

A potential next step would be to experimentally confirm the results of the mod-486

eling. This could be achieved by placing equipment within the track circuit system to487

monitor and record current levels. As the ability to forecast space weather events is lim-488

ited, the equipment would likely have to remain in place for an extended period of time489

to capture moderate to strong events. The feasibility of placing additional equipment490

into a mainline railway’s systems also depends on whether authorisation from the rel-491

evant rail operators and regulators could be obtained. Assuming that it is impractical492

for monitoring equipment to be installed in all track circuits, then the modeling tech-493

niques we have demonstrated in this study could be used to identify the optimal deploy-494

ment of monitoring instruments. An alternative could be to perform a statistical sur-495

vey similar to the aforementioned Kasinskii et al. (2007); Ptitsyna et al. (2008); Eroshenko496

et al. (2010), where a comparison is made between geomagnetic activity and signaling497

misoperations. One of the challenges with this is that it is assumed that space weather498

related signaling misoperations would not be recorded as such, as space weather is not499

a generally well-known cause of signaling issues among railway engineers. This means500

the study would likely need to be based on whether the total number of misoperations501

increases during space weather events, rather than relying on the reporting personnel502

correctly identifying space weather as the specific issue.503

It is also important to point out that in the event of severe space weather, railway504

signaling will not be the only system affected. Power supply networks, communications,505

Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) are all susceptible, many of which will also506

impact the safe and smooth operation of the railway network, regardless of the count-507

less affects to other areas. Further study needs to focus on the connectivity of these sys-508

tems, and how sectors as a whole could be affected by the loss of interdependent systems509

(Darch et al., 2014; Hapgood et al., 2021).510

6 Conclusion511

This study shows the results of a realistic model of geomagnetic interference in DC512

signaling systems on AC-electrified railway lines. Built upon the model detailed in P23,513

we now have the ability to study both directions of travel simultaneously, electrically bonded514

with cross bonds, and to consider “wrong side” failures - when train axles bypass the re-515

lays, de-energising them, but geomagnetically induced currents cause the relays to re-516

energise and display the wrong signal. It is assumed that in blocks that are occupied by517

trains, the trains are positioned near the end of each block such that GICs would have518

the maximum impact. This paper also discusses the total number of blocks that could519

potentially experience “wrong side” failure, this indicates the total number of suscep-520
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tible blocks rather than the number of “wrong side” failures that would actually be ob-521

served, as not all blocks would be occupied by trains.522

We have shown that the susceptibility of a track circuit to experience a “wrong side”523

failure is strongly dependent on the location of the train within the track circuit block,524

where the risk of misoperation increases as the distance between the train and the re-525

lay increases.526

It was found that the threshold electric field strength for “wrong side” failure along527

the Glasgow to Edinburgh line was Ey = −1.0V km−1 for the eastwards direction of travel528

and Ey = 1.0V km−1 for the westwards direction of travel. For the Preston to Lancaster529

section of the WCML, the threshold electric field strength for “wrong side” failure was530

Ex = −1.1V km−1 for the northwards direction of travel and Ex = 1.1V km−1 for the531

southwards direction of travel. These correspond to estimates for the electric field strength532

of events that occur once in a decade or two. The “wrong side” failure threshold elec-533

tric field strength is lower than the threshold for “right side” failure along the same line.534

A uniform electric field with a magnitude of 4V km−1, a value that is known to have535

caused on Swedish railways in the past, was applied to both routes studied, with 55 of536

the 70 track circuits on the Glasgow to Edinburgh line, and all of the track circuits on537

the Preston to Lancaster section of the WCML having the potential to experience “wrong538

side” failures if occupied by a train. It was also shown that there would be both “wrong539

side” and “right side” failures in opposite directions of travel.540

Applying an electric field with a magnitude of 5V km−1, which is the estimate for541

a 1-in-100 year extreme event in the UK, the model showed that, for the Glasgow to Ed-542

inburgh line, the total number of track circuits with the potential to experience “wrong543

side” failures increased very slightly from the 4V km−1 value, while the number of “right544

side” failures increased a greater extent. For the Preston to Lancaster section of the WCML,545

the number of potential “wrong side” failures has already peaked at the 4V km−1 value,546

with the number of “right side” failures increasing slightly.547

7 Open Research548

Network Rail standard documents can be obtained from global.ihs.com. Data549

used for modeling are available from Patterson et al., 2023 (b) doi.org/10.17635/lancaster/550

researchdata/633.551
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